Our School visits the

"Secret Worlds of Eugene Trivizas"
The administration of the TIF - Helexpo, the national organization for Exhibitions,
conferences and events in Greece, creates a unique theme park, with European standards based
on the tales of the beloved writer Eugene Trivizas!
With high educational standards and strongly interactive and entertaining characteristics,
"The Secret Worlds of Eugene Trivizas" await you to "hop on" the train
"Express of Dreams" also known as "the train that goes everywhere" and passengers along
with the ingenious reporter Picos-Apikos, Achyroulis the scarecrow, Turturro the snowman, Pupou the fox
and many heroes, enjoy a magical journey in countries unknown and distant jungles, listen to exciting stories,
solve mysteries and inextricably defiance the intrigues of Frikadela the witch, and manage to overcome the traps
that the Rooney-Rooney the insidious evil, little pig, sets, and finally share the unique magic of the tales
of the internationally renowned, Greek writer.

My good friends,
The most famous way to get to the Fireworks Island is to go to the Ocean of Splashes and get caught up in a heartshaped plank. The knobs must be just as many as the gulls you saw on the last day of the trip. As for the plank, it
must come from the branches of a cherry tree on which nightingales had chirped in spring or from the cherry three
that in its hollow pink squirrels hid in the sunset.
But if it is not easy to get lost and be saved by such a plank, there is now another way, a unique opportunity to
meet Lilly, the leopard, Puccini the white elephant, and all the rest of the company.
Everyone is waiting for you in the theme park "The Secret Worlds of Eugene Trivizas".
Eugene

From November 3rd, 2017 utnil February 3rd, 2018
"The Secret Worlds of Eugene Trivizas"

will be in Helexpo Maroussi, Athens, where teachers,
as well as young and older visitors will have the
unique opportunity to enjoy an unprecedented
experience ...

The tour in "The Secret Worlds of Eugene Trivizas"
is an original and educational experience of learning, entertainment
and never-ending imagination.
Young and older visitors will "embark" on the
"Train that goes everywhere", and travel to the enchanting
worlds of Eugene Trivizas:
From the secret laboratory of Francis the prickly pear,
the notorious inventor of the weapon that transforms grocers in screws,
to the beautiful but vulnerable flowery house of the little wolves
and Rooney-Rooney the insidious evil pig !
From the haunted castle of Frikadela witch who steals children’s
voices and imprisons them in balloons into the dreamy pastry shop
where Mr. Zacharias meets Mrs. Glykeria
and gives her a delicious baklava!
From the magnificent Manolis’ circus with the wondrous
giant rainbow snail, to the mysterious mansion of Dona Teridona,
who imprisoned little Loucy because her smile is more beautiful than hers!
And that’s just the beginning!
Come to the Helexpo Maroussi and...
Transform a greengrocer into a screw!
Dance tarantella with Rooney-Rooney the wonderful, good pig!
Meet Huzurix the loyal Horse of Rollman the knight!
Whistle with a magic whistle at the Train Station of Dreams!
Break balloons and free the stolen children's voices!

HELEXPO-MAROUSSI,
TRANSFORMED TO A FAIRY-TALE
EXHIBITION AREA, PROVIDES:

• Safety
• Large, sheltered space for rest and relaxation
• Continuous presence of Health personnel
• Object storage cabinets (for students)
• Easy access to people with disabilities
Attention! Because of the gret participation, it is necessary
to pre-schedule the visit of your school.
Please be sure of the exact number of your students and be
consistent at the time of your arrival

Opening hours

soon to be
published

Ticket Prices

soon to be
published

General Information: 2310 291 715 & 2310 291 270

Helexpo Maroussi
39 Kifissias Avenue, 15123 Maroussi
Email : info@mystikoikosmoitriviza.gr • www.mystikoikosmoitriviza.gr

